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Abstract
In recent years, scholars have increasingly revealed the importance of celebrities in
society, among them celebrity politicians. These celebrities not only influence political
attitudes but also serve as role models for many individuals. Yet, little is known regarding
what types of role models’ politicians serve as in the context of health. To fill this gap, we
examined three influential contemporary political leaders: Vladimir Putin, Donald Trump
and Benjamin Netanyahu, and the type of mediated role models each possibly comprise
in the context of healthy living. By conducting a qualitative content analysis, we analyzed
90 articles from 2018 to 2019 from two leading newspapers in each of the three
politician’s countries, namely Russia, the USA, and Israel as well as the respective
politician’s Facebook pages. Our findings point to three types of potential role models’
as political leaders: a health-promoting model (Putin), a hybrid model (Trump), and a
model of non-existence (Netanyahu), as the literature points to mediated role models
influencing individuals’ beliefs and behaviors. This study contributes to the understand-
ing of mediated types of role models’ politicians potentially serve as in the context of
health vital to people’s personal health.
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Introduction

“The president [Vladimir Putin] never welcomed smoking, he is a supporter of a healthy
lifestyle (...) There are only a few colleagues who smoke, there are fewer of them than
fingers on the hand, in general this is now very unpopular, which is encouraging,” said a
Kremlin spokesman (https://www.kp.ru/online/news/3621031/)

Celebrities are not a new phenomenon, and scholars have identified many individuals from the
past three centuries as celebrities. Indeed, celebrity culture has been playing a significant role
in society for generations. The rise of celebrities, and prominent among them celebrity
politicians has gone hand in hand with the rise of mass media and new communication
technologies. Thus, celebrity culture is in constant development and change both influencing
and being influenced by society. The literature has shown that celebrities can have an
important impact on their audiences. This impact ranges from encouraging people to consume
specific commercial products- to persuading people to adopt different behaviors and attitudes.
Three of the most well-known political leaders currently in the national and international arena
are Russian President Vladimir Putin, US President Donald Trump, and Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. We propose that their celebrity status turns these politicians into
potential role models that could play an important role in their respective societies. In this
cross-national study conducted on both traditional media and social media, we focus on the
context of promoting health and examine the role models these celebrity politicians potentially
offer through their media depictions, possibly affecting the health of many individuals exposed
to them. Though this study does not include the audience’s input, the study points to the
potential role model’s celebrity politicians serve as in the context of healthy living. As yet,
little is known regarding what types of role models’ politicians serve as in the context of
health. We set out to fill this gap by examining these three influential contemporary political
leaders. Indeed, we do not wish to examine how politicians utilize the media for their own
needs (e.g., their image), but rather focus on the types of role models these politicians
potentially serve as in the context of health.

Role Models and the Media

A role model is a person who serves as an example to other people by (a) showing them how
to do the things they desire, (b) revealing to them what is attainable, and (c) sharing with them
what is socially desirable (Morgenroth et al. 2015). This psychological phenomenon termed
“social modeling” constitutes one of the two ways of social learning: “people learn through the
direct experience of rewarding and punishing effects of actions, and through the power of
social modeling” (Bandura 2003: 77). There are many advantages to learning through role
models, including the ability to be exposed to possibilities that exist outside a person’s
immediate environment (Morgenroth et al. 2015), as well as the opportunity to learn new
things without “costly or injurious consequences” (Bandura 2003: 77).

While any person can serve as a role model to any other person, for example, a teacher to
his or her students or a parent to their children; role models can also appear through the
mediated forms of media content (Bandura 2003; Jackson and Vares 2015). Furthermore, the
media can amplify the influences of a single role model as the media content can be received
by many individuals simultaneously (Bandura 2003). Of equal importance, the media further
enriches the function of the role model by exposing people to content created in faraway
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geographical locations, depicting people with whom the individual may not otherwise asso-
ciate in their daily lives, and presenting goals that might not be popular or known in an
individual’s surrounding (Morgenroth et al. 2015). The mediated celebrity role model has an
important function in society particularly as “a social sign, carrying cultural meanings and
ideological values, which express the intimacies of individual personality, inviting desire and
identification; an emblem of national celebrity, founded on the body, fashion, and personal
style” (Gledhil 1991: xiii).

It is important to realize that mediated role models can appear in any media content, such as
characters in a television series, interviewees in news programs, or as subjects portrayed by
media coverage (Author and other 2020; Hesmondhalgh 2018; Jackson and Vares 2015).

Clearly then, the importance of role models in the media is apparent: by amplifying the
influences of role models, the media presents many individuals with the social models
attainable and desirable for them, influencing their personal advancement in life (Bandura
2003). This influence consists of what individuals perceive they can or should do (Morgenroth
et al. 2015), affecting the opportunities enabled to each individual in society (Shomron and
Schejter 2020; Hesmondhalgh 2018). For example, “bad” role models in the media can
negatively influence the opportunities of teenagers (Jackson and Vares 2015), and the lack
of role models can negatively influence the opportunities of individuals to advance profes-
sionally (Shomron and Schejter 2020).

It is worth noting that according to the commonality effect of the “intergroup identity
model”, the influence of a role model is potentially greater among those who share high levels
of commonality with the role model (Gaertner and Dovidio 2011; Gómez et al. 2013). This
commonality relates to identity characteristics such as ethnicity, gender, or nationality and can
either reduce or amplify influences of potential role models as “norms expressed by ingroup
members are more likely to be internalized” (Gómez et al. 2013: 427).

Role-modeling is naturally incorporated in structures of celebrity and leadership. This
incorporation derives from a two-way approach in which celebrities wish to influence the
public and the public wish to emulate celebrities. This stems from celebrities being perceived
as representing the desired social and economic goals in society (Brockington 2009; Street
2004; Wheeler 2013). Indeed, some scholars have criticized the role of celebrities in society
suggesting they preserve existing social structures and service the elites (Brockington 2009;
Wheeler 2013). The attractiveness of celebrities and their persuasive nature emanates in part
from their developed-for-marketing persona which individuals can intimately relate with
(Marshall et al. 2015). Thus, it is not the merits of the messaging, but rather the public’s
connection with the celebrity’s marketed persona which can influence the support and
prospective role-modeling (Dow 2017).

Celebrities, Politicians and the Media

In recent decades, an in-depth discussion of celebrity has been of increasing interest. The first
studies began in the 1950s (Mills 1956; Stever 2018) while the emphasis on becoming a
separate field of research began only in the twenty-first century marked by the founding of the
journal Celebrity Studies in 2010. However, celebrities are not a new phenomenon, and
scholars have identified many individuals from the past three centuries as celebrities. Indeed,
for generations, celebrity culture has been playing a significant role in society (Morgan 2011;
Wheeler 2013). The rise of celebrities and prominent among them celebrity politicians has
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gone hand in hand with the rise of mass media and new communication technologies (Wheeler
2013), from engraved portraits and the nineteenth century penny papers to television and film
(Morgan 2011) and presumedly micro-bloggers on social media today. For centuries, politi-
cians have habitually taken advantage of the media platforms available in their time for fame
and political promotion (Wheeler 2013). Thus, celebrity culture is in constant development and
change both influencing and being influenced by society. The term celebrity was first defined
by Boorstin as “a person who is known for his well-knownness” (Boorstin 1962: 57). It has
been suggested that celebrities serve as another layer in society and act as mediators between
elites and corporations and the consumers (Alberoni 1972). Although quite a few conditions
are required in making an ordinary person famous, visual media play the leading role
perpetuating it (Alberoni 1972; Boorstin 1962). Ever since the development of photographic
image reproduction technologies in the nineteenth century, image representations have become
widespread, and play a vital role in attracting the audiences’ attention (Boorstin 1962). While
the early works of Boorstin and Alberoni have drawn criticism for ideological bias, more
recent scholars have emphasized the interdisciplinary nature of celebrity studies, pointing to a
three-pointed relationship between the media industry, the individual celebrity, and the
consumer-audience (Turner 2004; Williamson 2016). Indeed, both Turner and Williamson
point to capitalism as the main driving force behind the creation of celebrities, linking fame to
commercial profiting.

Celebrities tend to function as prominent role models influencing consumption habits, body
image attitudes, lifestyles and habits, political opinions, and more (Hollander 2010; Lawler
2010; Redmond 2019; Stever 2018). Regarding health, celebrities have been known to
promote both positive and negative behaviors. This is evident in some instances when different
celebrities have promoted the consumption of fast foods and sugary drinks, while in other
instances, celebrities have called attention to health awareness and physical activities
(Caulfield 2016; Hoffman et al. 2017).

For instance, American actress Jane Fonda has advocated for nutrition as well as healthy
living and has significantly affected many individuals who have adopted her lifestyle
(MacNeill 1998; Mansfield 2011). Another example is Hollywood actress Angelina Jolie
who underwent preventative breast cancer surgery and simultaneously utilized the opportunity
to raise awareness of the disease and influence other women to be tested, and when needed,
undergo preventive surgery (Dean 2016; Tetteh 2019).

With the rise of worldwide populism in the political arena, politicians have become even
more prominent and influential in society (Marshall 2020; Mishra and Mishra 2014;
Wright 2020). That is, politicians tend to be some of the most widely known celebrities in
society, as Postman (1987) explained in the late 1980s: “Political figures may show up
anywhere, at any time, doing anything, without being thought odd, presumptuous, or in any
way out of place. Which is to say, they have become assimilated into general television culture
as celebrities (Postman 1987: 135). This rise in prominence and influence then derives partially
from the development of new media technologies. More than ever, politicians are promoting
themselves as individual brands beyond party and policy. Media abundance combined with
capitalist tendencies, enable politicians to transform their persona into a commodity, and
market themselves on different media platforms. The salient portrayal of politicians in the
media contributes to their celebrity standing, turning them into potential role models (Loader
et al. 2016; Marcus 2019; Marshall 2020; Street 2004). Yet, to be considered a celebrity
politician, an individual must abide by three basic conditions. First, the individual must be a
politician or be highly engaged in public policy (Marsh et al. 2010). Second, the individual
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must heavily utilize an approach of “show business“ and “popular culture“ as a means for
political gain, viewing politics as a “spectacle that is to be performed to an audience, not of
citizens, but of spectators“ (Street 2012: 350). And third, the individual must be successful in
gaining high levels of fame and personal recognition (Marsh et al. 2010; Marshall 2020). Thus,
not all politicians rise to the level of celebrity, as they might not meet the three conditions.
When politicians do not become celebrities, the probability of their serving as role models
considerably diminishes due to their anonymity or lack of a marketed persona. Many scholars
have tried to characterize the phenomenon of celebrity politicians by creating typologies
(Loader et al. 2016; Marsh et al. 2010; Street 2004; West and Orman 2003). For example,
Marsh et al. (2010) suggest five categories: “celebrity advocate,” “celebrity activist/endorser,”
“celebrity politician,” “politician celebrity,” and “politician who uses others’ celebrity” (Marsh
et al. 2010: 327). In this study we focus on two “politician celebrities”—Vladimir Putin and
Benjamin Netanyahu—both of whom represent politicians that can be recognized as popular
celebrities, and one “celebrity politician”—Donald Trump—who was a celebrity before
becoming a politician.

Politicians tend to utilize the media for political advancement including the promotion of
their own public image and policies (McLaughlin and Macafee 2019; Tamul et al. 2020; Vos
and Van Aelst 2018; Wells et al. 2020). As such, it is possible that politicians’ health-related
images could be strategically cultivated by the politicians’ political needs. However, in this
study, we neither focus on these political needs nor strategies. Rather, focus on the types of
role models these politicians potentially serve as in the context of health. Indeed, the purpose
of this study is to examine how celebrity politicians might influence individual’s health, rather
than how politicians utilize the media for their own needs. Yet, the reader should be mindful
that the relationship between these two objectives—self-promotion and influencing
individuals—is highly interconnected (Bennett et al. 2019; Kousser and Tranter 2018).

However, some wider peripheral context is needed regarding the political health agendas of
the three politicians chosen for the study. Since his rise to power in 1999, President Vladimir
Putin has been a strong advocate for state sponsored health care as part of the promotion of
wider social policies following the fall of the Soviet Union. Accordingly, during his 20-year
tenure, he has led many health reforms with the objective of providing better health services to
the Russian people. Yet, the Russian health system suffers from structural weaknesses and
underfunding, and the implementation of these health reforms has not always been considered
successful (Brooke and Gans-Morse 2016; Sokhey 2020). Thus, examining health through
self-promotion and political communication can be argued that the Russian President regularly
caters to voters through the advocation of strengthening public health as a tool to raise his
political popularity (Sokhey 2020). In stark contrast, President Donald Trump tends to view
health as the responsibility of the individual and not the state, assenting to mainstream
American Republican ideology. For example, during his time in office he has advocated for
the termination of the Affordable Care Act which expanded the government’s role in supply-
ing healthcare. Yet, he has also advocated for the reduction of medication costs as their high
prices are perceived by him as a market failure (Hatcher 2019; Levitt 2020). Thus, examining
health through self-promotion and political communication can be argued that the American
President regularly caters to republican voters by advocating reducing the government’s role in
the provision of health (Beland et al. 2019). In contrast, healthcare in Israel is provided mainly
by the state through universal health coverage. The public health system which ranks high
among OECD countries is not considered a controversial issue in Israeli politics. And most
political discussions regarding the public health system focus on budgeting issues.
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Accordingly, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu regularly advocates for strengthening the
public health system taking credit for its success, while political opponents mainly criticize
him for underfunding the system (Central Bureau of Statistics 2019; Devi 2019; Filut and
Zarchia 2019). Thus, examining health through self-promotion and political communication
can be argued that the Israeli Prime Minister regularly caters to Israeli voters through
advocating strengthening the public health system as a tool to raise his political popularity
(Devi 2019).

Additionally, it should be noted that the three politicians chosen for this study share similar
conservative political leanings in their respective countries. As politician’s political ideology
plays an important part shaping their approach to health issues (Shen and LaBouff 2016), it
could also shape the specific health role models they might choose to constitute. For example,
it has been suggested that conservative politicians are “less inclined to support redistribution
[of resources]” due to their meritocratic approach which stems from their own personal
advantages and privilege (Berggren et al. 2017: 79). Thus, as the three politicians chosen as
cases for this study, all share the same conservative political leaning, they might be less
inclined to serve as role models and promote health as they could consider health a matter of
the individual’s personal agency. Furthermore, as all three politicians chosen in this study are
male, white, and wealthy, thus, enjoying different advantages and privilege, this could
strengthen their meritocratic approach even more (Shen and LaBouff 2016).

When discussing political communication and self-promotion, most of the politicians’
mediated activities have occurred in traditional media such as television and newspapers, yet
with the rise of social media, many politicians identified its potential and have tried to utilize it
as well for their own self-promotion (Bruns and Moon 2018; Ceccobelli 2018; McLaughlin
and Macafee 2019; Samuel-Azran et al. 2018; Tamul et al. 2020; Wells et al. 2020). Facebook,
as one of the leading social media platforms, has been heavily utilized by politicians, especially
during elections, for this purpose (Edgerly et al. 2016; Samuel-Azran et al. 2018; Talshir
2015). Politicians’ depictions and messaging on social media serve as a loyal representation of
the politicians’ point of view without the mediation of reporters and traditional media practices
(Enli and Skogerbo 2013). Furthermore, politicians tend to share on social media more of the
behind-the-scenes moments including intimate moments that rarely appear in the traditional
media (Enli and Skogerbo 2013). Of course, the reader should be aware that most social media
accounts are not operated by the politician himself, but rather by the politician’s media team.
For example, even Donald Trump—who is known for his Twitter messaging—employs a
social media director who has full control over the president’s Twitter account, and regularly
“ghost” tweets (Chute 2019). Yet, for the point of this study, we do not find it beneficial to
distinguish between content that originates from the politician himself and content that
originates from the politician’s media team, since we are focusing on the politician’s media
portrayal as it is seen by the public, who cannot usually identify the difference between those
two sources.

Vladimir Putin, Donald Trump, and Benjamin Netanyahu each have a complex relationship
with the media which corresponds to their respective type of political power. While all three
have received high levels of negative coverage from their local and national media outlets, they
have each reacted differently according to the political power at their disposal. Under Putin’s
considerable political power, free speech and free press have been restricted, and many media
outlets subjected to direct Kremlin control (Skillen 2016). Netanyahu, on the other hand, has
less political power, and enjoys the relatively new privately funded pro-Netanyahu “Israel
Hayom” newspaper (Dahan and Bentham 2017), the most popular newspaper in the country
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(Katz 2019). Moreover, Netanyahu has recently been indicted for offering media organizations
regulatory benefits in exchange for positive media coverage (Liebermann and Tal 2020). As
viewed in the USA, the media is relatively divided between Democrat-leaning media and
Republican-leaning media, accordingly either critical or promoting Trump. This power sharing
situation in the media represents the power sharing situation in US politics. Thus, the president
is limited to criticizing the “fake” media, encouraging his followers to avoid their consump-
tion, and bypassing them on social media (Enli 2017).

Media and Health

Information and communication technologies (ICTs) can play a vital role regarding an
individual’s health. They range from interactive social media discussions influencing individ-
uals’medical perceptions (Peng et al. 2019), to vital information delivered through mass media
outlets (Gibson et al. 2019), and health-related beliefs and behaviors portrayed on popular
television series (Baglia and Foster 2015). The link between politician role models and health
is of special significance. For instance, political hypocrisy which refers to a dissonance
between what a politician politically advocates and personally practices can substantially
affect public perceptions and behavior (Bhatti et al. 2013; Von-Sikorski and Herbst 2020).
Since politicians serve in leadership roles responsible for the public’s wellbeing, this could
have dire consequences to public health, as political advocation for health policies could be
undermined by political hypocrisy practiced by the same politicians. Covid-19 which is a
highly contagious respiratory disease serves as a prime example to the importance of politi-
cian’s role-modeling in the context of health. As there are no known treatments to the disease,
public health has depended mainly on the public’s adherence to safety regulations put in place
by political leadership (World Health Organization 2020). However, as some politicians have
failed to abide by their own safety regulations, it has been suggested they were endangering the
public’s health due to negative role modeling and political hypocrisy (Young and Bluth 2020).
Thus, though the connection between politician role models and health is significant, little is
known regarding the types of role models’ celebrity politicians serve as in the context of
health. In order to fill this gap, we propose the following research questions:

& RQ1: Do celebrity politicians appear in the mass media as health-promoting role-models?
& RQ2: Do these celebrity politicians role models differ between countries?
& RQ3: What types of health-related role models do celebrity politicians promote themselves

on their social media Facebook pages?

Methods

In this study, we conducted a qualitative content analysis of 90 newspaper articles in order to
understand if celebrity politicians were depicted as health-promoting role-models. The cross-
national analysis focused on three contemporary known heads of state: Russian President
Vladimir Putin, American President Donald Trump, and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu. All three politicians chosen for this study enjoy a high profile in their respective
countries and frequently appear in their national media (Dahan and Bentham 2017; Katz 2017;
Kazun and Semykina 2019; Street 2019; Wright 2020). The politicians were chosen through
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convenience sampling (Ritchie et al. 2013) in consideration with the language skills of the
authors, and with the goal of analyzing the most well-known political leaders in office. In the
study, we analyzed two national daily newspapers in each of the three countries: Russia, the
USA, and Israel, choosing the most popular national tabloid together with the most popular
national quality newspaper (Appendix Table 1). The inclusion of both types of newspapers
was done in order to allow for a more comprehensive understanding of the national newspaper
coverage, as well as to allow for a comparison between both types of newspapers.

The newspaper articles sample method consisted of a non-systematic quota sampling
(Ritchie et al. 2013). In this method we predefined a quota of 15 relevant articles per
newspaper (2 × 15 × 3 = 90). Thus, analyzing 30 articles (2 × 15) from each country. A
relevant article was defined as a newspaper article that appeared in one of the chosen
newspapers between January 2018 and November 2019 and discussed the personal health-
related habits of the respective head of state. In order to encompass this topic, we comprised a
list of notable health-related habits:

1 Positive nutritional habits (DeSalvo et al. 2016).
2 Receiving medical treatment or physical examinations (Zaman 2018).
3 Participating in physical workouts and sport activities (Piercy et al. 2018).
4 Avoiding non-healthy habits such as smoking or excessive alcohol drinking (Noble et al.

2015).
5 Participating in activities promoting good mental health such as spending time in nature

(Barton and Pretty 2010).

In order to optimize the search for current articles, we used each of the newspapers search
engines by inserting health-related keywords such as: health, workout, diet, sick, food, eat,
doctor, gym, fast food, lifestyle, sport, muscle, alcohol, and hospital.

A grounded theory thematic analysis was then conducted on the relevant newspaper
articles focusing on the literal and visual content of each article (Ritchie et al. 2013).
The analysis was conducted in three languages by the authors who are bilingual, both
having fluent language proficiency in two languages, (Hebrew and Russian/English
and Hebrew).

Additionally, the study included a qualitative content analysis (Ritchie et al. 2013) of the
three politician’s Facebook pages. This analysis included all Facebook posts discussing the
personal habits of the heads of state in the aforementioned five topics. The sample included all
Facebook posts appearing between October 2018 to December 2019. All three leaders
maintain active and popular Facebook pages (Appendix Table 2).

Findings

We found that the three celebrity politicians appeared in the media in three unique ways, each
representing a different and distinct model. President Vladimir Putin represented a “health-
promoting model” by regularly partaking in sports activities and leading a healthy lifestyle.
President Donald Trump represented a “hybrid model” consisting of both positive and
negative health-related habits. And Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu represented a “model
of non-existence” in which his media portrayal refrained from including any references to his
personal health habits.
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The Health-Promoting Model

Both Russian newspapers depicted Putin as a health-promoting role model. The main empha-
sis of Putin’s health was comprised of sports activities. The Russian president appeared
regularly in sport activities in which he personally took part. For instance, both newspapers
reported Putin playing hockey, as well as participating in martial arts matches and skiing.
Specifically, during a hockey game Putin played, he humorously remarked: “‘I will strive to
ensure that you [the other team] look decent [in the match].’” The article later recounted this
did not happen: “[Putin] did not keep his promise” the article read“[since] at the beginning of
the match he [immediately] shot the puck into the net...” (KP, 23 September, 2019); “Putin is
known for his passion for various sports. The President, in particular, plays hockey, skis, and
engages in judo and swimming” (IZ, 10 October, 2019); “Putin is known for his passion
playing various sports, in particular, [he] plays hockey, and engages in judo and swimming.
Likewise on February 13, the Russian leader went skiing in Sochi with Lukashenko” (IZ, 12
March, 2019); “[after] the Russian president spoke with the [Russian] national teams in
freestyle wrestling, boxing and judo, he changed into their apparel and trained with the
athletes” (IZ, 10 October, 2019). The newspapers also tended to recount Putin’s past sports
activities: “‘I learned to skate with a chair, by setting the chair in front of me,’ [Putin] recalled”
(KP, 12 May, 2019); “The first sport I practiced was boxing, [and I remember] my nose was
broken [by my opponent]” (IZ, 10 October, 2019).

Putin was also portrayed as a nature enthusiast and enjoying the outdoors. These activities
are known to promote relaxation and advance positive mental health (Barton and Pretty 2010):
“‘I went hiking two days ago” the president said, “I walked almost nine kilometers through the
mountains and everything still hurts,’” (KP, 07 October, 2019); “the president [Putin] has
repeatedly said that Russia is a vast, beautiful and rich country... [and therefore] Putin’s task as
head of state is to lead by example and to popularize places [in nature] that “‘most citizens
don’t know exist’” (IZ, 13 October, 2019).

When it comes to Putin’s health, the media has portrayed him as a healthy person, though
avoided from substantiating this statement with medical information such as medical exami-
nation results (e.g., blood pressure or cholesterol). A case in point, when Putin was asked by
reporters about his health, and he responded that “everything was in order with his health, [and
this] was due to his regular engagement in sport activities. ‘Like everyone else, there may be
some flu or something else in the offseason, but today everything is in order,’” (IZ, 20
December, 2018).

Both newspapers negated discussing the Russian president’s eating habits in detail, as well
as his personal habits regarding the consumption of alcohol or smoking.

From these themes and examples, we conclude that Putin is portrayed as a health-
promoting role model.

The Hybrid Model

The American newspapers depicted Donald Trump simultaneously in both a positive and
negative way. On the positive side, the president was portrayed by both newspapers as an avid
golf player: “I played a very fast round of golf yesterday” (USA Today, 03 September, 2019);
“Mr. Trump, pointedly uninvited, engaged in what by now is a familiar weekend routine. He
sent a series of angry tweets aimed at some political adversaries, then left the White House to
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play a round of golf at his resort in Virginia” (NYT, 03 September, 2019). It should be noted
that even though the last example is written as criticism of Trump, it does not hinder the
positive portrayal in the health-related context of participating in sport activities. Playing golf
is considered a “moderate intensity physical activity” associated with “physical health benefits
that include improved cardiovascular, respiratory and metabolic profiles, and improved well-
ness” (Murray et al. 2017: 12). However, the reader should be aware of the social-cultural
context of this sport. Golf is associated with wealth and power, and routinely utilized by the
social elite for networking and promoting financial and political interests (Agarwal et al.
2016). Thus, one could speculate that Trump plays golf partially for political reasons such as
networking with other politicians and businessmen in addition to the health benefits. Further-
more, as Trump himself owns many golf resorts, it is possible that his habitual playing at his
resorts serves as a promotional tool for these resorts.

Additionally, both newspapers reported that the President was considered healthy by his
doctors and medical examination results. By way of example: “Trump is in ‘excellent health’
doctor says after exam” (NYT, 12 January, 2018); “Trump is in ‘very good health’ following
his annual physical, his doctor says” (NYT, 08 February, 2019); “President Trump is in
‘excellent health’ and his first medical checkup since taking office ‘went exceptionally well,’
a White House doctor said Friday” (USA Today, 12 January, 2018); “A White House doctor
pronounced President Trump medically fit to serve as commander-in-chief on Tuesday – and
added that he easily passed a voluntary cognitive assessment designed to test his mental
reflexes” (USA Today, 16 January, 2018). It is also notable that Trump is known to be a
teetotaler (Restuccia 2018) and did not appear in either newspapers consuming alcohol.

In contrast, both newspapers also tended to speculate about Trump’s health, insinuating he
was not physically healthy or mentally capable. For example: “Mental health professionals:
Trump’s rash Syria move looked like a ‘hypomanic episode’” (USA Today, 13 November,
2019); “Trump—who once described his exercise regimen as “I walk, I this, I that“—has long
faced questions about his health” (USA Today, 14 February, 2019); “Cardiologists not associ-
ated with the White House said Wednesday that President Trump’s physical exam revealed
serious heart concerns, including very high levels of so-called bad cholesterol, which raises the
risk that Mr. Trump could have a heart attack while in office” (NYT, 17 January, 2018); “Mr.
Trump has long faced questions about his mental stability and his fitness for office” (NYT, 16
July, 2018). Furthermore, the president was portrayed by both newspapers as a non-healthy
eater who consumed large amounts of fast food: “Piles of burgers and fish sandwiches from
McDonald’s, Wendy’s and Burger King, still in their boxes and wrappers, were served on trays
in the candlelit dining room. Tubs of dipping sauces were stacked in silver gravy boats. On
another table, heat lamps kept French fries and Domino’s pizzas warm… The substitution
didn’t seem to botherMr. Trump, and perhaps even delighted him. ‘I like it all,’ he told reporters
before the players arrived. ‘It’s all good stuff. Great American food’” (NYT, 15 January, 2019).

A Model of Non-Existence

Both Israeli newspapers ignored Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s health habits. They
both refrained from discussing his eating habits, medical state, or workout regime. The only
time the Israeli media mentioned this topic was indirectly and incidentally by discussing
corruption charges brought against him. Those charges which included deception and breach
of trust (known in Israel as the criminal “Case 1000”) allege the Prime Minister received
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195,000$ worth of cigars and alcohol. This charge, which was consistently covered by the
media, insinuates that Netanyahu is both a heavy smoker and heavy drinker: “Netanyahu
allegedly received benefits (cigars, champagne, and jewelry) from businessmen for 20 years”
(Israel Hayom, 08 October, 2019); “Netanyahu seemingly does not deny that he and his wife
received for many years cigars, champagne bottles and jewelry from two businessmen” (Israel
Hayom, 16 February, 2018); “It is suspected that [Mr.] Milchan gifted the prime minister and
his wife cigar boxes, champagne boxes and other products, by request” (Haaretz, 28 February,
2019); “the estimated value of cigars Netanyahu received is between 200-300 thousand
[57,000$-86,000$]” (Haaretz, 23 January, 2018).

Though many articles discussed the corruption charges brought against Netanyahu regard-
ing the cigar gifts, and thus indirectly addressing his health habits, as no other references were
made regarding his health-related habits, we conclude that Netanyahu’s model of portrayal is
non-existence.

The Accompanying Visual Content: Discrepancy or Match

Two compelling themes arose when analyzing the images that accompanied the newspaper
articles. The first theme was a complete match between the written word and the visual image.
This was the case with Putin. For example, in an article discussing Putin practicing Judo, the
accompanying photograph showed the president in a Judo uniform working out on the mats
(KP, 14 February, 2019). While a match between the photographs and the words can
strengthen the messaging, a discrepancy can undermine this messaging (e.g., that the politician
is in fact engaging in a healthy lifestyle). Thus, the second theme included a recurring
discrepancy between the story and the photographs. This was the case with both Trump and
Netanyahu. For example, in an article describing Trump playing golf, the accompanying
photograph showed the president walking down an airstair (NYT, 01 September, 2018); and
in an article describing Netanyahu receiving large amounts of cigars, the accompanying
photograph showed the prime minister giving a speech earlier that month (Haaretz, 28
February, 2019).

The Three Celeb-Politician’s Social Media Health-Related Portrayal

After analyzing the types of role models, each of the three politicians was depicted in the
traditional media; we turn to understand how these politicians portrayed themselves on their
social media Facebook accounts, respectively. To be clear, we first wish to remind the reader
that politicians employ media teams to help operate their social media accounts, and thus
some, if not all the content on these accounts, could originate from these media teams rather
than from the politician himself.

Our analysis found that President Putin’s social media messaging in the context of health
habits was in accordance with his portrayal by the traditional media. Putin shared through his
Facebook page videos and pictures of himself participating in diverse sport activities such as
boxing, hiking and horse riding (Images 1 and 2). However, Putin refrained from sharing
content on Facebook without regard to other health aspects such as: nutritional habits, medical
information and treatment, unhealthy habits such as smoking or excessive alcohol drinking.
This was in accordance with his portrayal by the traditional media.
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Though President Trump was portrayed by the traditional media in both a positive and
negative light (the hybrid model), Trump negated sharing any information regarding his health
on his Facebook page. There was only one exception to this practice: on November 27, 2019,
Trump shared on his Facebook page a doctored photo of his head on the muscular body of
“Rocky Balboa” the fictional boxer played by Sylvester Stallone (Image 3). Though the
president refrained from adding an explanation to this picture, newspapers suggested the

Image 1 President Vladimir Putin shared on Facebook a video of himself hiking (07.10.19)

Image 2 President Vladimir Putin shared on Facebook a video of himself boxing (16.10.19)
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picture was a political message conveying a “powerful image of himself” (Crowley 2019) or to
“declare himself a heavyweight champion in politics” (Dorman 2019).

In accordance with Prime Minister’s Benjamin Netanyahu’s portrayal in the traditional
media (the model of non-existence), Netanyahu refrained from sharing any content regarding
his health habits on his Facebook page. The only exception to this practice was that Netanyahu
regularly (approximately once every 2 months) shared photos in which he can be seen alone or
with his family spending time in nature (Images 4 and 5).

Discussion and Conclusions

We propose that the politicians at the center of this work are celebrities, and as such, can serve
as role models for individuals possibly affecting people’s health (Dean 2016; MacNeill 1998;
Mansfield 2011; Tetteh 2019). As little is known regarding the types of role models’
politicians serve in the context of health, we set out in this study to fill this gap by examining
three leading and influential political leaders: Vladimir Putin, Donald Trump, and Benjamin
Netanyahu. The analysis presented here suggests the existence of three unique types of health-
related role models that celebrity politicians portray in the media. President Vladimir Putin
represented a health-promoting model, President Donald Trump represented a hybrid model,
and Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu represented a model of non-existence.

Various explanations exist for the different models in which the three heads of state
appeared. It has been suggested in the literature that Putin’s media depictions act as a
personification of the Russian nation and state (Tempest 2016). This personification includes
the physical appearance (e.g., masculinity and strength) and the health of the leader, which

Image 3 President Donald Trump
shared on Facebook a doctored
picture of his muscular self
(27.11.19)
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Image 4 Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu shared on Facebook pictures spending time in nature (22.04.19)

Image 5 Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu shared on Facebook a picture in nature with his wife (05.11.19)
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represents the country’s health and strength (Tempest 2016). Additionally, the positive
portrayal the two newspapers provided Putin, could derive from the unique relationship that
exists between the Russian media and the Russian government. This relationship is charac-
terized as a recruited media that serves the administration and especially its head (Hinck et al.
2018; Langdon and Tismaneanu 2020).

The analysis of Trump’s portrayal suggests that the president’s health is a political matter in
the USA. By this explanation, the mixed depictions represent a political sentiment which either
supports Trump as president or doubts his ability to hold the job (Lischka 2019; Vorberg and
Zeitler 2019). We further hypothesize that the uniformity in Trump’s media depiction by both
American newspapers represents the highly debated political discourse surrounding Trump’s
legitimacy as president (Lawrence and Boydstun 2017; Vorberg and Zeitler 2019). As such,
both newspapers regardless of their political leaning or newspaper type, serve as platforms for
political messaging for and against the president in accordance with the freedom of the press
(Lawrence and Boydstun 2017).

Our study points to a model of non-existence that characterizes prime minister Netanyahu.
Though Netanyahu is not the personification of the Israeli state as explained in the case of Russia,
one could expect the Israeli press to express mixed health-related sentiments as in the case of
America, as similar conditions exists in Israel (e.g., free press and political opposers and
supporters). A possible explanation to this non-existence could be the Israeli media’s long
standing non-formal tradition to avoid discussing heads of state health issues (Dinor-Lavie and
Karniel 2009; Kitel 2006). Though many Israeli prime ministers suffered serious health issues
throughout their years in office, the Israeli media systematically refrained from reporting upon
them, even though they were fully aware of them (Dinor-Lavie and Karniel 2009; Kitel 2006).
With this in mind, we consider it beneficial to have included a leading Israeli politician in this
study as this sheds light on celebrity politicians who do not serve as health-related role models as
well as add nuance to understanding the Israeli case. Additionally, Netanyahu’s model of non-
existence could serve as negative role-modeling in which political leaders conceal their weak-
nesses from their supporters, thus encouraging people to hide their ownweaknesses. This could be
due to Israel’s militarized socialization which frames citizens as soldiers and politicians as officers
(Levy and Sasson-Levy 2008) who are wary of displaying weakness to their subordinates.

Although health is perceived in diverse cultures in a similar way, its social and cultural
meanings differ greatly. In Russia, health may be understood in relation to the cult of the new
Soviet Man and the idealized Soviet bodies (Novitskaya 2017). Moreover, Putin’s healthy
portrayal stands in contrast to his predecessor Yeltsin, who was known for his excessive
drinking and unhealthy lifestyle (Rowley 2019; Treisman 2011). In Israel, sport and health
might have a totally different social resonance. Since before the establishment of the Israeli
state, central-left political parties promoted health and specifically fitness to distinguish
themselves from the “exiled Jew” (Falk 2017). Netanyahu’s avoidance from portraying
healthy habits might derive from his heading the central-right political party “Likud” that
opposes the central-left’s ideology. In the USA, there is a strong awareness of health-related
issues constantly fueled by the ongoing debate between Republicans and Democrats over
health reform policies (Forgey and Diamond 2020). Moreover, Trump’s health-related behav-
ior should also be seen as a reaction to the previous administration as evidenced in Trump’s
criticism of the Affordable Care Act passed during the Obama administration (Forgey and
Diamond 2020).

By analyzing the celebrity politician’s social media accounts on Facebook, we catch a
possible glimpse of the types of role models by which these politicians wish to be portrayed in
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society. Our research shows that the politician’s depiction on Facebook mostly resembles their
portrayal by the traditional media. This finding points to a possible linkage between the
content on both platforms: traditional media and social media, that might be a result of each
country’s unique culture (Dinor-Lavie and Karniel 2009; Kitel 2006), or a close association
between the leader and the media (Hinck et al. 2018; Langdon and Tismaneanu 2020). We
suggest future research analyze the audience reactions on Facebook in order to find evidence
and further illuminate whether people consider politicians to be role models regarding health.

Although this study provides a better understanding of the types of role models’ politicians
potentially serve as in the context of health, it does not include input from the audiences.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the possible effects of these three politician role models
might differ greatly between audiences as a result of the commonality effect of the “intergroup
identity model” (Gaertner and Dovidio 2011; Gómez et al. 2013). For example, would the
main audiences affected by each politician come from each of the three politicians’ political
parties respectively? Or perhaps as all three politicians chosen for this study were males, the
effects would be stronger with the male audience? Thus, future studies that examine the effects
of mediated role models on audiences should consider the characteristics of the potential role
models such as their gender, ethnicity, and political beliefs.

Notwithstanding the lack of audience inclusion in this study, we hypothesize the possible
effects each of the three models could have on individuals. These hypotheses stem from the
vast literature regarding the connection between mediated role models and audience effects
(e.g., Dean 2016; Hoffman et al. 2017; MacNeill 1998; Mansfield 2011; Postman 1987; Tetteh
2019), and we suggest that further studies should look to confirm or refute these hypotheses.
We hypothesize that the health-promoting model could contribute more than the other models
to the health of individuals. Additionally, we hypothesize that the hybrid model could have
mixed results both positive and negative on the health of individuals. And we hypothesize that
the model of non-existence could have little or no influence on the health of individuals. As
this is not an effects study, we cannot verify that any of our three politicians influence any
individual’s health at all. However, we deem these hypotheses plausible based upon the known
connection cited in the literature above. Furthermore, as the components affecting health are
complex and there are many of them (Dumuid et al. 2018), we cannot discuss an actual effect
size between media depictions and the state of health in each of the countries, and thus, even if
these mediated role model affected individuals’ health, further research would have to measure
the effects size.

An interesting question relates to a possible shift in the images of these politicians over
time. Indeed, during the duration of this study, we found that the images of all three politicians
were static; however, we recommend further research evaluate these images over larger
amounts of time, especially as all three politicians in this study have been in the public sphere
for many years. A prime example for future research in this context can be a comparison
between the role-modeling of different politicians during the Covid-19 pandemic. During this
pandemic, the public’s health has relied mainly on the public’s compliance with safety
regulations put in place by political leadership (World Health Organization 2020). This
compliance can easily be affected by the politician’s role-modeling, due to political hypocrisy,
social learning and imitation, as well as the commonality effect and ideology.

As yet, little is known regarding what types of role models’ politicians serve as in the
context of health, we set out in this study to fill this gap by examining three leading and
influential political leaders: Vladimir Putin, Donald Trump, and Benjamin Netanyahu. In the
study, we identified three unique models in which the heads of state were depicted in the
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media. We hypothesized how each of these models would affect the health of citizens in each
of the three countries. And we offered possible explanations for the depictions of each head of
state’s model. This study contributes to understanding the mediated types of role models’
politicians potentially serve as in the context of health.
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